Fairmined Premium Use in 2016

Examples of implemented or ongoing projects

- Construction of treatment plants for residual water in the mine, and a plant to both optimize water consumption and mitigate the mine’s environmental impact.

- Construction of camps for the workers.

- Implementation of a water pump project for the mining community.

- Construction of a second artificial grass sports field, including galleries and roofs.

- Improvement of the trails in the mine (stairs, stands, etc).

- Purchase of a vehicle for transportation from the community to the mine.

- Support of the local educational facility (two new classrooms, camp for the teachers and shading).

- Purchase of protection equipment for the women’s mineral sorting association “Nueva Esperanza”.

---

Sotrami Peru

Received more than US$ 450.000 in 2016
Spent more than US$ 550.000 in 2016
(Accumulation of Premium from previous years)

---

Aurelsa Peru

Certified until September

Received more than US$ 9.000 in 2016
Spent more than US$ 17.000 in 2016
(Accumulation of Premium from previous years)

Examples of implemented or ongoing projects

- Inclusion of more artisanal miners in their mining concession.

- Investment in environmental studies.

- Payment of last year’s Fairmined audit.
Examples of implemented or ongoing projects

- Co-financing of a new connection tunnel in the mine to improve air circulation and save time and effort, resulting in greater productivity and convenience for the workers.
- Bonus for workers to improve their houses.
- Acquisition of a gas sensor to prevent risks of contamination, asphyxia and explosion.
- Self-rescue device in case of emergencies.
- Creation of a fund to allow workers access to low-interest micro loans for private investment.

In the future the premium will be used to support other miners to improve their practices and participate in the Fairmined Certification System.

Examples of implemented or ongoing projects

- Purchase of terrain for the dumping of waste rock which will be crushed for use in construction.
- Contribution to general expenses within the co-operative: uniforms, studies, amongst others.
- Loans fund for unexpected events.
- Improvement of office equipment: purchase of furniture, water dispenser, shelves and a computer.
- Payment of Fairmined audit for re-certification.
- Support to finance the management system in occupational health and safety.
- Contribution to conduct environmental mining studies.
- Support of educational and religious facilities and individuals of the community.

Read more about our work, milestones, highlights in 2016 in our annual report: http://urlz.fr/5r87